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Abstract
Effective human learning requires the instructor to properly organize the learning material.
To do so, the instructor must understand the topic and difficulty of each item, the student’s
current level of comprehension, and how the student’s knowledge is affected by time and
interventions. Automated instruction software like Duolingo already employ machine
learning to build student models from practice data [Settles and Meeder, 2016, Hunziker
et al., 2019, Upadhyay et al., 2020]. However, these models use manually crafted features
which are insufficient for understanding the semantic relationships between items and how
they impact student memory. To address this shortcoming, we incorporate pretrained textual
representations into a neural student model: this allows our model to infer more about items
the student has not explicitly studied in the app. We evaluate our system (KAR3 L) in a
user study on a web-based flashcard learning app. Results from this four-month period
indicate that incorporating better representations for semantic relationships improves models
of human learning.

1

Introduction

A good teacher understands what a student knows and what they are prepared to learn next [Vygotsky,
1980]. The characteristics of the learning material (i.e., the items), as well as the semantic relationships
between item content (e.g., Mansa Musa and Mali), lead to variations in memory across and within
students. Accurate evaluation of memory ability by a student model is therefore crucial for automated
instruction [Mozer et al., 2019]. A student model estimates current student recall probability for each
item (e.g., a flashcard) and predicts how time and practice affects these estimates.
Given the student model, the teacher must decide which information to present when. In automated
instruction, this task is handled by a teaching policy, which takes in estimates from the student model
and suggests when to present an item. The objective is to meet student goals under constraints of
time and effort [Mozer et al., 2019, Tabibian et al., 2019].
Teachers should teach items of appropriate difficulty. Students knowledgeable about American
geography will likely gain little from flashcards associating state shapes with names. The effectiveness
of a teaching policy therefore relies on accurate student model predictions of recall probability, a
proxy for item difficulty. Combining psychological theories and machine learning, existing student
models can adjust recall probability predictions for items using manually-crafted features derived
from practice history, e.g., average recall rate and time of last review [Settles and Meeder, 2016,
Hunziker et al., 2019, Tabibian et al., 2019, Upadhyay et al., 2020].
However, existing student models mostly ignore item content. When a human teacher asks “Who was
the second assassinated president of the United States?” and the student correctly answers “James
Garfield”, that teacher can infer the student likely also knows that Abraham Lincoln was the first
assassinated American president. Existing student models are limited in making these inferences
from semantic relationships between items to adjust predicted recall probability. In other words,
existing models are largely content-naïve.
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We present content-aware student models tested in a user study alongside teaching policies for
long-term flashcard-based learning. Using pretrained text representations from neural language
models [Devlin et al., 2019], our student model infers student familiarity with items without exhaustive
testing. Combined with features extracted from practice history similar to Settles and Meeder [2016],
our student model has higher accuracy predicting whether a student can correctly answer a trivia
question compared to the popular Leitner and SM-2 scheduling methods [Leitner, 1972, Woźniak
and Gorzelańczyk, 1994]. To evaluate our methods, we build a web-based flashcard learning
app, KAR3 L—Knowledge Acquisition with Representations and Repetition for Retention and
Learning. We pre-populate the app with flashcards from trivia questions and invite members of trivia
communities to practice with our app. 1 A four-month user study shows that our content-aware model
better captures the dynamics of human learning.

2

Psychology of Memory and Learning

Before discussing our method, we first review relevant concepts from the psychology of learning:
mechanisms behind human memory, forgetting curves, and effective long-term study strategies.
2.1

Memory Strength and Forgetting Curves

Forgetting curves describe how memory evolves over time [Ebbinghaus, 1913]. Student models
estimate individual forgetting curves of student–item pairs to predict future memory [Mozer et al.,
2019]. These estimates of recall probability p over time can be made using a generalized forgetting
curve, such as the exponential decay function: p = be−∆m [Rubin and Wenzel, 1996], where
∆ is the time since last review (i.e., lag time), and m and b are measures of memory strength–
how factors other than time affect student memory of an item. These factors include (a) student
knowledge and ability [Jenkins, 1979], (b) item content and relation to other items (i.e., semantic
relationships) [Dunlosky et al., 2013], (c) study type and history [Underwood, 1957], and (d) context
of study (e.g., time of day, amount of sleep) [Ebbinghaus, 1913, Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924].
Student models using a generalized function model m and b to predict an item’s individual forgetting
curve [Settles and Meeder, 2016, Tabibian et al., 2019].
Identifying the best function for a generalized forgetting curve remains an active research
topic [Wixted and Carpenter, 2007, Averell and Heathcote, 2011], but some now question the
utility of any general law of forgetting [Roediger, 2008, Erdelyi, 2010]. Proposed functions can
account for 98% of variance under experimental settings [Roediger, 2008], but this relies on learning
nonsense words tested only once to minimize interference [Ebbinghaus, 1913, Rubin and Wenzel,
1996]. This does not reflect the real world, where students often recall meaningful information
multiple times. Equations also assume the moment after study represents the period of highest
recall [Roediger, 2008], but long-term encoding processes like “system” consolidation can even
improve memory over time [Dudai, 2004, McGaugh, 2000]. Under realistic circumstances, adjusting
measures of memory strength in generalized forgetting curves is insufficient for student models to
accurately estimate a student–item pair’s individual forgetting curve [Roediger, 2008]. However, the
next section shows how effective study strategies can rely on these idiosyncracies of memory.
2.2

Study Strategies for Optimal Practice

In a review of ten popular learning techniques, Dunlosky et al. [2013] rate spaced repetition and practice testing as the two best strategies across students and contexts. Spaced repetition spreads out study
over increasing intervals as memory strength improves [Kang, 2016]. Practice testing quizzes students
on items in low-stakes settings (as opposed to high-stakes one-off summative assessments) [Dunlosky
et al., 2013]. Test-taking is particularly effective when feedback is provided [Roediger and Karpicke,
2006], and teachers can use spaced repetition with practice testing strategies such as flashcards Leitner
[1972], Kornell [2009].
Semantic relationships affect study strategies. Interleaved practice, the study of content from different
categories together, is more effective when categories are similar, while its counterpart blocked
1
The word “trivia” is often frowned upon as inaccurate among community members because it suggests
memory of arbitrary, useless facts. As reflected in our dataset, most questions are related to academic subjects
like science, history, and science. We use this term for lack of a better descriptor.
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#

Description

1
2
3
4

Number of successful recalls.
Number of failed recalls.
Total number of reviews.
Average recall rate.

Table 1: Features used in our student model in addition to BERT representations. We construct these
features separately for the student, the item, and the combination of the two; in total we have twelve
features.

practice is more effective for low-similarity categories [Carvalho and Goldstone, 2014]. Previously
studied information affects learning of new information through proactive interference [Underwood,
1957, Roediger, 2008]. Practice testing can improve retention of nontested items [Chan et al., 2006,
Chan, 2009], but sometimes it also worsens retention of related items [Anderson et al., 2000, Roediger,
2008]. Existing systems often rely on manual grouping of learning material (e.g., Duolingo lessons)
to account for these factors, but without this curation, automated instruction methods must model
these semantic relationships to exploit strategies like blocked practice by consecutively showing
flashcards about animal phyla.

3

Human Learning with ML

This section first reviews machine learning instantiations of student models and teaching policies in
automated instruction and then introduces new content-aware approaches for both these tasks.
3.1

Automated Student Models

Settles and Meeder [2016] and subsequent research [Tabibian et al., 2019, Upadhyay et al., 2020]
estimate recall probability by training models to determine the measures of memory strength in
a generalized forgetting curve. A modified exponential decay curve (Section 2.1) with only one
measure of memory strength is a popular base function:
f (∆, ·; θ) = 2−∆/h(·;θ) ,

(1)

where ∆(xi ) is the lag time since review, half-life function h(·; θ) represents memory strength [Settles
and Meeder, 2016], · is the feature vector for a given input student–item–time triple, and θ are the
weights for those features. After practice, these student models adjust half-life to correct recall
probability prediction error and to capture change in memory strength from that intervention. This
half-life regression (HLR) model estimates half-life ĥθ by training parameters for manually-crafted
features of · to minimize loss in recall probability and half-life. 2 This feature vector allows the model
to learn how features of a student–item–pair, such as an item’s grammatical features and a student’s
overall performance, affect memory loss over time.
HLR outperforms a logistic regression model not based on a generalized forgetting curve trained
on the same manually-crafted features [Settles and Meeder, 2016]. But as noted in Section 2.1, this
dependence on a generalized forgetting curve limits how well it can predict individual forgetting
curves. The manually-crafted features used in these student models are limited in capturing semantic
relationships. Unlike the student model introduced in the next section, they do not accurately capture
the effect of the study strategies dependent on these semantic relationships reviewed in 2.2.
3.1.1

Our Content-Aware Neural Student Model

We introduce a neural network student model that is not forced to follow a general forgetting curve
from psychology. This allows our model greater freedom to approximate individual student–item
forgetting curves [Cybenko, 1989].
Recall that our goal is to not just learn about students but also needs to represent items. Because
we are working in the text domain, we turn to neural language models to create a vector-based
2

Half-life can use lag time as a feature. But to keep recall estimation f an exponential function of lag-time
∆, half-life h must be either a linear function of or independent of ∆.
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representation for each item. These representations are useful for clustering for humans [Bianchi
et al., 2020] and computer question answering [Alberti et al., 2019], suggesting they can help capture
what humans will know and thus guide what students should study. Thus, we use BERT Devlin et al.
[2019] to represent the semantic content [Bengio et al., 2013] of items for review. Compared to
existing work using statistical NLP features such as lexeme tags Settles and Meeder [2016], these
neural language models provide a much richer representation for the items. Our student model
does still maintain similar manually-crafted features (Table 1) to increase interpretability and make
comparisons with previous models in ablation studies (Section 4.4). Through these representations,
our student model can predict the recall probability for items the student has not seen before; e.g, a
student who does not know about the Iroquois likely also does not know of the Seneca. We can thus
better calibrate the difficulty of new items for each student. Existing methods often introduce new
items by random sampling because their models can predict little about recall probability of unseen
items [Elmes, 2021], but KAR3 L’s student model predictions mediated by teaching policies can make
more informed decisions.
We train this student model using logistic regression with the objective in Equation 2 on previous
review history data collected from our platform. Although the groundtruth recall probability p is an
unobserved variable, we can get samples from the Bernoulli distribution with parameter p through
testing. Given an item, a student, and a point in time, denoted as the triple ⟨xi , sj , t⟩, the model
f with parameters θ outputs a distribution p̂ over the two possible outcomes. The objective is to
maximize likelihood of the observed outcome y:
θ∗ = arg max E [p̂(y | ⟨xi , sj , t⟩; θ)]
(2)
θ∈Θ

To learn the parameters θ, we can use existing review history data consisting of student–item–time
triples Settles and Meeder [2016] and corresponding binary outcomes [Lindsey et al., 2014].
3.2

Automated Teaching Policies

Automated teaching policies can be generally classified as either interval-based or item-based.
Interval-based teaching policies directly predict the ideal lag time ∆ to maximize long-term retention
within a budget. After an item review, the student model updates its memory strength estimation and
the interval-based policy calculates the next date to review the item based on an updated forgetting
curve prediction [Hunziker et al., 2019, Tabibian et al., 2019, Elmes, 2021]. For effective learning,
interval-based policies require students to adhere to the recommended schedule.
Item-based teaching policies do not require the student to follow any schedule; instead, it reactively
recommends an item based on when the student chooses to review [Upadhyay et al., 2020]. When
requested at time t, the student model calculates predicted recall probability for all flashcards, both
old and new, at time t. Given this data, an item-based policy uses a ranking metric to select the next
flashcard for study.
One ranking metric involves selecting the flashcard closest to a perceived level of difficulty, for
which recall probability is assumed as a proxy. As preferred difficulty level can depend on student
preferences, there is no optimal target recall probability value. Existing work have used both
0.85 [Wilson et al., 2019] and 0.5 as targets [Settles and Meeder, 2016].
3.2.1

Our Content-Aware Item-Based Policy

A student model that accurately predicts how all potential interventions affects future memory could
determine the most impactful item to study in a situation. However, our item-based policy only
uses the student model’s prediction of recall probability at the current moment in time. Teaching
policies can augment this limited information by incorporating additional heuristics to promote
strategies like blocked practice (see Section 2.2). We supplement this threshold system of scoring
each flashcard based on distance to the target recall probability predicted by the student model with
distance between BERT embeddings to encourage topical coherence during reviews. Concretely, we
calculate a weighted average of BERT embeddings of the most recent flashcards (most recent ones
are weighted higher), and compute its cosine similarity with all other flashcards. To combine this
distance score and the previously discussed recall score, we take a weighted average of the two.
In our experiments, we set the mixing parameter to be 0.5, thus assigning equal importance to the
two scores. In principle, this can be customized for each student individually. More importantly,
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Figure 1: The average forgetting curve ten days before and after a study (which happens at day zero)
for both when the user succeed and failed at the recall. Unlike exponential forgetting models, the
convexity of our forgetting curve depends on both the current predicted recall and the outcome of the
most recent study.
incorporating content representation can enable teaching policies to directly use content-dependent
learning strategies (Section 2.2).

4

Experiments

To evaluate student models and teaching policies, we build a publically available web-based flashcard
app. This experiment has two goals: to collect a dataset for training and comparing student model
designs and to validate our method in a real-world scenario. Unlike previous work where users learn
a new language [Settles and Meeder, 2016] or traffic laws [Upadhyay et al., 2020], our flashcard app
focuses on the semantically broader domain of trivia. As no flashcard dataset exists in this domain,
we repurpose a dataset for online trivia practice [Rodriguez et al., 2019] to cold-start the student
model deployed in data collection.
4.1

Why Trivia?

Automated instruction software often target vocabulary acquisition [Kornell, 2009, Settles and
Meeder, 2016], where existing spaced repetition flashcard systems are very effective [Altiner, 2011,
Bower and Rutson-Griffiths, 2016]. We see evaluating performance for memorizing trivia as a logical
next step: It is a popular use case [Gunter], and there are more semantic relationships between study
items in subjects ranging from science to literature.
Additionally, trivia learning is an active area of research in natural language processing, with numerous
datasets inspired by the trivia community [Boyd-Graber et al., 2012, Joshi et al., 2017, Rodriguez
et al., 2019] and models built to solve them [Iyyer et al., 2014, 2015]. The successful application of
pretrained representations in trivia question answering [Yamada et al., 2018] suggests it could also
encode student knowledge.
4.2

Cold-Starting the Student Model

Although trivia is a suitable testbed for student modeling, no dataset of flashcard learning exists
in this domain. We repurpose the Protobowl dataset [Rodriguez et al., 2019] to cold-start our
student model. Protobowl is a dataset of people practicing for a trivia game called Quizbowl on
http://protobowl.com. The dataset contains three millions entries, each including a user ID, a
question ID, date and time of the practice, whether the user answered correctly, and some metadata.
In Protobowl, the web app randomly chooses from a fixed pool of questions for players to practice,
which leads to repeated practices of the same question. The repetition makes the Protobowl dataset a
reasonable approximation of a flashcard dataset.
We first filter the dataset by question topic to match the flashcard we host on KAR3 L. We only
keep good faith entries, and remove entries where the answer is non-sensical. Finally, we filter by a
minimum lag time of twelve hours: if the same question is repeated within twelve hours, we keep
the last repetition in that period and remove the rest. After these steps we end up with a dataset
5

Model class

Text repr.

New cards
ACC% AUC ECE

Old cards
ACC% AUC ECE

Logistic
Regression

BERT
DistilBERT
N/A

67.6
67.8
62.6

.731
.725
.685

.119
.140
.151

83.1
81.1
74.5

.854
.810
.729

.054
.155
.162

Exponential
Forgetting

BERT
DistilBERT
N/A

60.2
60.4
60.2

.624
.632
.629

.142
.139
.140

74.4
73.7
72.0

.733
.725
.729

.152
.157
.159

Table 2: Comparison of student models on predicting recall probability on new and old cards. On
three metrics: accuracy (ACC), area under the ROC curve (AUC), and expected calibration error
(ECE), our student model combined with BERT representations performs the best.
with roughly 100,000 records. We train our student model and finetune the BERT representations
according to Section 3.1.
4.3

Data Collection

We create flashcards by extracting sentences with named entities that occur repeatedly across multisentence Quizbowl questions with the same answer in the QANTA question dataset [Rodriguez et al.,
2019]. We pair the extracted sentences with the question’s associated answer and manually edit these
flashcards for clarity. We sort extracted sentence-answer pairs into eleven decks corresponding to
subject categories in Quizbowl, which include history, science, and literature. Students using our
flashcard app can choose to study these decks and report errors in flashcards.
From August to November 2020, over 400 participants produced over 75,000 study records. Each
study record consists of a student ID, flashcard ID, date and time of study, and a binary outcome
indicating whether the student successfully recalled the flashcard. We randomly assign 50% of the
participants to our method, and divide the rest amongst Leitner and a SM-2 variant;.3 Participants are
unaware of their assignments.
Recruits are drawn from the English-speaking trivia community through advertisements for our
study app, and participants were clearly advised before signing up that they were participants of a
research study. We further incentivize studying with our app by providing to fifteen participants,
totalling $200 in compensation. We collect personally identifiable information in emails, which are
not publicized, and usernames only accessible by other app users. In released data, participants are
identified exclusively by user id.
4.4

Quantitative Comparison of Student Models

We split the data into training and validation chronologically: for each user, the first 75% of the
data is used as training, and the last 25% is used for validation. This train/dev split resembles how
a student model operates in real life: given existing data on a user, infer future recall probability.
To compare student model architectures, we retrain from scratch our student model along with
baselines. For all models, we use Adam optimizer with learning rate 2e-5 and batch size 64, and train
for 10 epochs [Kingma and Ba, 2015].
We perform ablation by removing the BERT representations or replacing them with ones from
DistilBERT [Sanh et al., 2019]. DistilBERT uses a set of downstream tasks to finetune and distill
BERT, but what’s useful for those tasks might not align with what’s useful for student modeling.
This ablation experiment helps us understand if the student modeling performance is sensitive to the
quality of pretrained representations.
Unlike previous work which forces the student model to follow a specific forgetting function (Section 3.1), we consider student modeling simply as logistic regression predicting the binary outcome
of each study. Our second ablation experiment compares these two designs. With the same set of
3
Leitner and SM-2 are popular automated instruction methods reliant on heuristic algorithms for scheduling [Leitner, 1972, Woźniak and Gorzelańczyk, 1994, Elmes, 2021]. To maintain consistency, we reduce student
self-evaluation choices in SM-2 from six to two: wrong and right.
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features—including the BERT representations—we implement a student model that follows the exponential forgetting curve similar to half-life regression from Settles and Meeder [2016]. Since these
models predict recall probability with an exponential function, logistic regression is not applicable.
Instead, we follow Settles and Meeder [2016] and train them with mean squared error (MSE).
We use three metrics to compare these models. First, we want models that can reliably predict whether
a student can successfully recall a flashcard, so accuracy on this binary classification problem is one
metric. But for scheduling flashcards, the prediction confidence of the student model—which we
interpret as predicted probability of recall—is also important. So in addition to accuracy, we also
consider area under the ROC curve and expected calibration error [Guo et al., 2017].
Table 2 summarizes the comparison of student models. Our logistic regression student model
combined with BERT representations performs the best on all three metrics. Replacing BERT with
DistilBERT leads to a small decrease in performance, suggesting that student modeling is indeed
sensitive to the textual representation, and that the set of downstream tasks use in DistilBERT are not
helpful for our student modeling task. As expected, removing textual representations from the model
further worsens calibration error. Additionally, our student models trained with logistic regression
performs better than the exponential forgetting counterparts. But these metrics cannot tell the full
story of how these student models differ [Pelanek, 2015], so next we make some qualitative analyses.
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Figure 2: Change in forgetting curve for a semantic related item. Card 1 (James Garfield) is studied
at day 0 and again at day 10. When Card is recalled successfully at day 10, the recall probability of
the semantically related Card 2 (Abraham Lincoln) increases despite not being studied.
4.5

Visualizing the Forgetting Curves

Unlike existing work, our student model does not follow an explicit forgetting curve. To visualize
how our model predicts the decay of memory over time, we repeated query the model for recall
probability predictions while changing the date of the query. In Figure 1, we randomly subsample
10% of the validation data, divide them into bins by the predicted recall at the time of the study,
and visualizes the forgetting curve ten days before and after. To understand how our model adjusts
predictions based on the most recent study, we visualize the forgetting curve for both hypothetical
outcomes: when the user succeeds and fails at recall. This figure highlights two important distinctions
between our model and existing ones.
Flexible forgetting curve The shape of our forgetting curve—in particular the convexity—depends
on both the current predicted recall and the result of most recent study (which happens at day zero in
the figure). It is impossible for student models based on proposed functions from psychology like the
exponential decay curve (Section 2.1) to adjust in this way: the curve will always be convex. This
indicates our student model is more adaptable to variance in individual forgetting curves.
Imperfect memory Existing models assume that memory is perfect immediatedly after a study, so
the predicted recall always starts from 100% after a study and decay over time. Our model learned
7

not to make this assumption: the predicted recall, even immediately after a study, never goes to 100%.
Rather, the model adjusts its prediction based on both the predicted recall before study and the result
of the study. This behavior reflects how circumstances and study strategies (Section 2.2) can impact
levels of memory consolidation (Section 2.1).
Oor model is also able to capture adjust individual forgetting curves of semantically related items.
We demonstrate this in Figure 2 with James Garfield and Abraham Lincoln example from Section 1.
4.6

User Survey Feedback

To gauge user experience and gather feedback, we design a twenty-six question survey with a mixture
of open-ended, multiple-choice, and 5-point Likert scale questions. We emailed the survey to
registered users and received twenty-six verified responses. Among the respondents, twenty were
from the experimental group and used the KAR3 L scheduler; the other six were from the control
group, three used SM-2 and three used Leitner. Due to limited sample size from the control group,
we do not draw any conclusion regarding the comparison between different scheduling methods, and
instead focus on suggestions for improving KAR3 L. We highlight two takeaways:
• The desired level of difficulty varies across users. Some users feel that the cards are too
easy; this is potentially also caused by KAR3 L reviewing cards too frequently.
• Topical coherence. Despite KAR3 L using a topic-related term in its teaching policy scoring
function, not all users notice whether the presentation of cards resemble blocked practice.
An inability to adjust for user preferences emerges as a main limitation of both KAR3 L and existing
spaced repetition methods such as Leitner and SM-2. Luckily, as noted in Section 5.3, the formulation
of KAR3 L can enable customization of difficulty level by the user.

5

Discussion and Future Work

Our experiments show promise for better learning predictions with content-aware student models.
This section reviews our collected dataset, evaluation limitations, as well as related and future work.
5.1

A Long-Term Learning Dataset

Future student models can be evaluated on the dataset collected in our user study. Unlike existing
datasets [Settles and Meeder, 2016, Bienstman, 2020], we include both item content and repeated
studies of a single item over a long-term period. These are important characteristics of flashcard
study that facilitate more realistic long-term evaluation [Kornell, 2009].
Our dataset is gathered from the deployed student models and teaching policies in this study. While
this affects what items receive more or less attention in the dataset that models are evaluated on, this
is unavoidable because there must always be a policy deciding what items are shown. More data from
different student model and teaching policy combinations can reduce blindspots in study data.
5.2

Evaluating Teaching Policies and Human Learning

One goal of automated instruction is to improve learning efficiency: to learn more under a limited
budget of time and effort. However, learning efficiency must also be evaluated alongside greater goals
for learning. Student models may reflect biases from pretrained representations, which means that
predictions for certain items may be more accurate than for others. How we construct and evaluate
teaching policies can either reflect, mitigate, or amplify inequality in what information is taught.
It is therefore difficult to design metrics evaluating teaching policies: When is a flashcard considered
learned? How do we measure student effort and variability? While teaching policy goals affect
learning efficiency, whether any policy implementation can meet its goals depends on accurate
student model predictions. For this reason, we follow convention by focusing on student model
performance [Pelanek, 2015, Settles and Meeder, 2016]. To supplement this evaluation, we gather
observational feedback about our teaching policies through the user survey. Although the topic-related
term in our teaching policy did not result in discernable topical coherence in our survey, similar
strategies of supplementing student model predictions with additional heuristics in teaching policies
could mitigate harmful biases in flashcard selection.
8

5.3

Related and Future Work

Item content is only one under-represented aspect of learning in student models, and additional
features could yield further improvement. Jenkins [1979]’s tetrahedral model of memory experiments divides factors affecting memory into four groups: subject (age, ability), materials (pictures,
sentences), encoding context (setting, activities), retrieval/test type (cued recall, multiple-choice).
KAR3 L’s neural architecture can extend from manually-crafted features to infer more about these four
groups, and incorporating BERT representations allows our student model to infer more about how
material factors interact with others to affect memory. Time of study and time spent on a flashcard
are example features collected in our dataset that could further improve recall probability predictions.
Additionally, our user survey shows that students want more control over the difficulty of scheduled
flashcards. While student-chosen settings may not lead to the most efficient studying, adapting to
these preferences could boost time spent studying and therefore total learned information. In KAR3 L,
the teaching policy’s recall probability target parameter explicitly determines difficulty. An option for
students to customize target recall probability increases automated instruction software adaptability.

6

Conclusion

This paper shows how machine learning methods can improve personalized education through
content-aware student models. Contextual embeddings capture semantic relationships between items
useful for modeling learning. We report suggestive evidence in our experiment that the resulting
content-aware student model is more accurate and efficient than baseline systems.
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